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Introduction

The National Information Infrastructure (NII) is an evolving set 
of information access, information sharing, transactional, and 
interpersonal communications networks and information 
resources that will enhance the working and personal lives of all 
Americans. This White Paper illustrates some uses of 
tomorrow's NII, and outlines the underlying technologies which 
must work together to make them possible.

The ways in which we use and receive information and 
communications today contain the seeds of the future NII -- but 
only the seeds. Today's applications of information technology 
are not representative of the closely coordinated bandwidth, 
response time, user convenience, privacy, security, and 
interoperability that will characterize future communications 
networks and information resources. They do not demand the 
use of software to find and filter information and help the user 
browse and navigate vast information resources. They do not 
presume much voice interaction between people and their 
intelligent machines and communications networks, or 
translation services among natural languages. Except for 
wireless telephony, they do not accommodate the mobility of 
people, terminals, and services -- a characteristic that would 
enhance many applications. They do not presuppose close 
coordination of different communications services and a high 
level of transactional security and privacy. 

Therefore, if we specify the requirements for a future NII based 
only on current services and some extensions of existing 
application features, the NII -- and the Global Information 
Infrastructure (GII) -- will probably fall far short of our 
expectations and needs. The NII may not become a true, large-
scale, networked information infrastructure. It may not allow 
equitable access across the nation and across populations, 
providing usefulness at moderate costs for students, the elderly, 
nonprofessionals, and others. 

To better understand the functional requirements of the future 
NII, the Cross-Industry Working Team members have compiled 
a set of extended vignettes illustrating what we believe could be 
everyday occurrences on the NII. These short scenarios portray 
professionals, students, business people, retired citizens, and 
others using communications and information resources 
expeditiously, efficiently, and conveniently. They presume 
capabilities that could be realized with available and emerging 
technologies. New technical breakthroughs, regulatory 
framework changes, competitive initiatives, and ultimately, 
market acceptance will inevitably affect and alter this vision. In 
the meantime, postulating and examining user scenarios gives 
us a tool for evaluating functional needs and priorities.

We believe these scenarios are not of a distant future, but of 
one that is just around the corner. Although they concentrate on 
U.S. applications, some explicitly (and others tacitly) recognize 
the need for interoperability between the U.S. NII and the GII 
simultaneously emerging beyond our borders. Although several 
of these scenarios include elements of electronic commerce, 
more detailed and explicit vignettes are provided in other Cross-
Industry Working Team white papers. Each scenario is followed 
by a brief list of enabling NII capabilities; the following table 
summarizes these. These capabilities represent only a 
sampling of the full potential of the NII.

 
 
 

  

 
 

1.0 "Homing" From Work

1.1 Scenario

Rita Randolph walked into her office, 
mentally preparing for the last-minute 
meeting of the design team before they 
left for the airport to travel to an 
international conference and customer 
visit. But she had an important family 
matter to attend to first. She had 
received a message a few minutes earlier on her Pocketbook 
Information Panel from her daughter Emily's nursery school 
teacher, indicating that Emily was not feeling well. She had sent 
a voice message back requesting to see and talk with her 
daughter.

Rita sat at her office computer and keyed in a password to 
unlock the screen. Viewing herself in her video window, she 
adjusted the camera to frame herself properly, then selected the 
photographic icon of her daughter. The nursery school logo 
appeared with a request for ID and password, which she 
entered. The video window immediately changed to a view of 
her daughter sitting next to the school nurse. Emily looked a 
little glum, but not too ill. "It's just a stomach ache, Mrs. 
Randolph," said the nurse. "No problem really." After a brief 
conversation, Rita was convinced that it wasn't serious and that 
her daughter would be fine: Her husband Bob would not have to 
pick her up early.

After closing the connection with her daughter and thinking 
further about preparations for her trip, she had the sinking 
feeling that she had forgotten something at home. Bob had left 
with Emily while she was packing for her trip, and she might 
have missed something on the morning checklist. "Connect to 
home," she said, automatically establishing a connection with 
her computer system at home. Her home-control map was 
immediately displayed. In addition to the map, several windows 
showed control panels for the intelligent appliances which were 
represented by icons in the map. These panels were similar to 
the control panels on the appliances themselves.

She checked the lawn watering 
schedule, gas water heater, light 
timers, and the automatic cycling of 
the ceiling fan in the dining room. She 
perused the range and oven settings 
and determined that they were safely 
off. Finally, remembering she wanted 

to record the PBS special she would miss while she was away, 
she changed the recording schedule of her VCR.

Suddenly, she noticed the thing that had probably been 
bothering her all along -- the garage door was open! The alarm 
system showed no sign of activation, so she had left it open! 
She slid her finger down the touch-sensitive screen and 
watched the pictorial icon smoothly slide to the fully closed 
position and flash a "LOCK" confirmation.

Almost simultaneously, she was notified that her home doorbell 
was ringing. She touched the door intercom icon and asked, 
"Who is it?" "It's me," answered a woman as a small picture 
flashed onto the screen. It was Cindy from across the street. 
Cindy had been concerned when she saw the garage door 
open. Cindy didn't know where Rita was speaking from, so Rita 
explained that she was at the office and that everything was ok 
with the garage door. They said goodbye. Rita said "Close," and 
Cindy and the home system faded from her screen.

With her final few minutes, Rita accessed her (electronic) 
mailbox and opened a video message her brother had sent her. 
The message was mostly showing off the baby, cuter than ever 
and getting into everything. She would have to visit them more! 
She closed the message and dropped its icon into the "baby 
book" folder on her home computer system electronic desktop. 
"Close," she said, and ran from her office to the meeting.

1.2 NII Requirements

●     Multimedia personal computing devices with limited 
voice control 

●     Home-control map and other aspects of a simple, 
intuitive user interface 

●     Seamless infrastructure, access across heterogeneous 
networks, quick interconnection 

●     Sufficient two-way bandwidth to support multimedia 
communications 

●     Digital video display compatibility between television and 
computer systems 

●     Standard interfaces between information appliances and 
communications networks 

●     Premises networks supporting the interworking of 
software-controlled appliances and computer-based 
control systems 

●     Security functions protecting integrity of and 
communication with home systems and communication 
with children 

 
 
 

2.0 Businesses United

2.1 Scenario

Mark Witlow, Corporate Operations Director for BusinessCom, 
Inc., arrived at work on Monday morning to find two electronic 
messages waiting for him. The first message, from his 
secretary, highlighted his already nearly full schedule for the 
week and attached a voice message from a customer in 
shipping and receiving. Mark listened to the message and 
decided the caller didn't need his immediate response. He filled 
in scheduled items of which his secretary was not aware, 
tagged on a voice message explaining how to take care of the 
caller, and sent back the multimedia mail.

The second message was from his boss, Peter Han. Labeled 
"Acquisition," the video message showed Peter looking a little 
taken aback as he said, "Call me as soon as you see this." 
"Connect," Mark said. Immediately, Peter's face appeared in a 
live video window on his computer screen.

"Mark, the acquisition's gone 
through -- but there's a slight 
catch. I want you to see this. I 
just got it from Eastern 
Communications's satellite 
channel." Peter opened a 
new video window on his and 
Mark's screens and played a 
recorded press conference in 
which theCEO of Eastern 
Communications announced the company's acquisition of 
BusinessCom, Inc. The CEO went on to note that 
BusinessCom's Corporate Operations Division would be 
responsible for merging the very different cultures of the 
technically focused Eastern Communications and the marketing-
oriented BusinessCom. Peter looked expectantly at Mark as he 
turned off the video. Mark answered, "I'll get right on it," and 
signed off.

Mark next navigated through Knowbot Online Information 
Services to find pertinent information on Eastern, including 
photos and video footage of its major installations, board of 
directors, product line, and press conferences. When he had a 
better feel for the parent company's culture, he launched his 
calendar agent to set up a videoconference for himself and his 
staff with his counterpart, Gwen Munoz, and her staff at Eastern.

At the conference the next morning, the two groups first shared 
short video clips, a few 3-D engineering designs, and computer-
generated sales forecasts highlighting their respective 
companies' capabilities. They then discussed needs and 
strategies, and agreed that electronic linkage was the first 
important step toward achieving cultural merger. Mark didn't 
know until the conference that Gwen was blind, and that the 
closed captioning text on the videos, as well as the sales data 
and some elements of the engineering designs, were being 
translated by Eastern's computers into audible commentaries.

The conference participants decided 
to set up a virtual network between 
the two companies; they also decided 
that address listings and all major 
access permissions would be granted 
interchangeably. Within a half-hour of 
the conference's conclusion, Mark 

and Gwen had launched software agents to jointly authorize 
and implement the network interconnections and computer 
authorizations. Mark could then access Eastern's technical 
memoranda database -- just as if it were on his local network, 
and at a cost far less than that for replicating files or transferring 
paper. Of course, he didn't have authorization yet to enter 
Eastern's personnel files. But the cryptographic keys that would 
let him do this would be distributed shortly. 

Soon the first call by name instead of number was made 
between the two companies. And shortly after, a corporate 
video announcement was broadcast over the satellite network; 
by the next afternoon, corporate inter-calling was widespread. 
Mark knew his job was far from over in terms of making two 
disparate companies one. But the groundwork had certainly 
been laid quickly and efficiently.

2.2 NII Requirements

●     Multimedia and interactive e-mail 
●     Coordinated screen displays between distant computers 
●     Interoperable computer applications such as video mail, 

interactive calendar services, and shared engineering 
design 

●     Customizable and intuitive user interfaces 
●     Software agents to carry out negotiations between 

different administrative domains 
●     Satellite communications for point-to-multipoint corporate 

traffic 
●     Security mechanisms for sensitive files 
●     Video bridging combining and other built-in video 

telecommunications functionality 
●     Data networks merging into new virtual networks, 

thereby transparently extending access to resources on 
each network 

 
 
 

3.0 Home Entertainment, Information, 
and Shopping 

3.1 Scenario

Coming home early was a rare treat for Ron -- even if today's 
respite was due to a pleasantly short dental appointment. To 
savor the hours until dinner, he settled into his worn, familiar 
recliner and turned on the ViewWall. Immediately, "Star Warp," 
his favorite TV show, began to play. Actually, it was last week's 
episode which he had scheduled for retrieval sometime today 
from the high-definition delayed delivery service.

When the show ended, Ron decided to see what was 
happening in the world. Grabbing the remote, he punched the 
customized button for "News." A newsmagazine, designed as 
per his specifications, appeared on the ViewWall. The first few 
"pages" were pretty standard -- local news, international news, 
sports (including a great video clip from last night's hockey 
game), weather, and so forth. The next pages reflected his 
continuing interests in science: "Technology Breakthroughs," 
"Telecommunications Mergers," and "Company News." 

Ron selected "Technology Breakthroughs," and his news agent, 
which had been efficiently scanning multiple news sources, 
reported those items high on his interest profile. Ron listened 
intently to the just-breaking story from Korea about the 
discovery of the gene responsible for susceptibility to the 
common cold. The story included an interview (in English, 
fortunately) with the principal researcher and an article from a 
Korean newspaper; the latter had been automatically translated 
into English by the network-based server while en route to Ron.

His curiosity piqued, Ron decided to do some interactive 
exploration on his own. Topics high on his interest profile, 
otherwise "hot," or retrieved recently were highlighted on his 
screen. The system knew that he had a layman's, rather than a 
professional's, interest in most areas and kept highly 
specialized materials in the background. He maneuvered easily 
with direction arrows on his remote control and browsed several 
items. These included computer-generated animations and a 
second foreign article, this time from a French magazine, on 
genetic susceptibility to viral diseases. This, too, was translated 
automatically.

Ron's explorations were 
interrupted by his 
increasingly painful 
awareness of a large spring 
inside his old recliner. 
Impulsively, Ron pressed 
the remote's "Shopping" 
button, opening a kind of 
electronic yellow pages. He 
selected the "Item index" 
icon, and jumped down the long list to "Chairs-recliners." From 
the images before him on the ViewWall, he chose three 
alternative chairs that looked promising. Then he selected the 
"Consumer opinions online" option to see how others had rated 
them. The few comments that had been contributed by earlier 
buyers suggested that all three were of about equal quality and 
comfort. On the off chance that someone had a used recliner 
with "low mileage," Ron selected "Classified ads," and waited 
while his personal software agent automatically searched 
electronic classified databases within his geographic area. But, 
no luck!

So he decided to try the online "Shopping mall," launching his 
agent to search for swivel/rocking recliners sorted by increasing 
price. A picture of the first, from a local major retailer, popped 
up on his screen, and he clicked on the "Motion" icon to see a 
few seconds of a model using it. The chair was sturdy, but Ron 
didn't like the colors. A second appeared, but the built-in 
beverage rack seemed a bit gauche.

Finally, the last one seemed just right. It would have been nice 
to actually sit in it, but Ron thought the model in the video clip 
looked quite comfortable. Ron's software agent already knew 
his preferred payment method, address, and delivery 
information, so all Ron had to do to close the transaction was to 
speak today's date, time, and his personal identification number 
for the credit authenticator's voice recognition system. Ron then 
pushed the "Purchase" key. Marcy would sure be surprised 
when the new chair showed up next week!

After checking his watch, Ron decided he had time to drop in on 
the ongoing Space Battle interactive multiparty game. He saw 
his spacecraft announced as soon as the visualized space 
setting covered his wall screen; he quickly and enthusiastically 
set up his game control console. Each player could activate 
new obstacles and challenges in the shared environment; they 
both competed and cooperated to overcome them. Of course, 
they also talked and joked with each other as they played. One 
of Ron's companions had cerebral palsy, another was only 12, 
two lived in Europe -- and none of the players had ever met in 
person. But those things didn't matter once the game got going.

Ron lost track of time, and played until he heard Marcy's key in 
the door. Suddenly feeling guilty, he quickly clicked on the local 
restaurant menu guide. "Nice try," Marcy said. "But you left the 
game console sticking out from under the couch. I guess this 
means I get to pick dinner, Space Warrior!" 

3.2 NII Requirements

●     Video on demand in selectable qualities, and delayed 
program delivery service 

●     Wall-sized, flat, high-resolution video 
●     High bandwidth for visually oriented shopping and 

games 
●     News service retrieving content from multiple electronic 

sources 
●     Software agents that can search multiple distributed 

databases to assemble customized information 
presentations 

●     Information navigation customized to user preferences 
and habits 

●     Home shopping, including electronic classified ads and 
shopping malls (all searchable by agents) 

●     Custom user interfaces 
●     Cooperative multimedia games with players 

geographically separated and with voice and data 
communication among the players 

●     Split billing capability for the communications involved in 
complex multiparty sessions 

●     Network facilitating transactions with multiple services/
goods providers 

 
 
 

4.0 Intelligent Transportation Systems 

4.1 Scenario

Paul was meeting with important clients this morning. They 
were one of his company's major accounts, but up until today 
he, a junior member of the sales team, had never been directly 
involved with them, and certainly had never visited their 
corporate location in Oakton. Paul desperately wanted to be on 
time, but why did they have to hold these meetings so early in 
the morning? 

While eating an early breakfast, Paul pulled up a travel panel on 
his portable InfoPad and wrote the client name on the screen. 
He touched "Oakton" when given a choice between two 
locations, and wrote the desired arrival time when prompted. 
The metropolitan server, which the InfoPad was connected to 
through a wireless personal communications network, or PCN, 
immediately calculated Paul's best route. The starting address 
was his current location: He didn't have to enter that because 
the PCN automatically sent that information to the server. The 
route developed was based on the server's knowledge of 
historical and current traffic patterns, drawn from the regional 
traffic database. Through the PCN, the server informed both the 
InfoPad and the Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) 
controller in Paul's car of the recommended route, transit time, 
and starting time. 

Paul punched "Route View" on the InfoPad. He watched as a 
sequence of views from his home to his destination were 
displayed on his kitchen TV set via ITS surveillance camera 
outputs. Like an imaginary baton, the image was passed to 
each camera in sequence, giving the feeling of driving the route 
at a very high speed. Despite the speed-up, many landmarks 
and congested areas registered in his mind.

Just then, Paul's pocket communicator beeped, and a voice 
message informed him that traffic conditions were heavier than 
usual, so he ought to leave in five minutes. Getting in his car, 
Paul noted that the heads-up display on the windshield (a 
projection sufficiently faint that it did not obscure his view) 
showed the route and a blinking dot for his location. Signals 
from the global positioning satellites fixed his location within a 
few feet, as they would throughout his trip. He backed out, 
depending on the single-chip radar in his taillights to alert him to 
any obstacle, and drove down the street, ignoring the 
highlighted routing information to the freeway which he knew 
very well. Movement was swift on the freeway, with tolls 
charged automatically by roadway sensors.

After a while, Paul found himself in an unfamiliar area. He had 
been driving for about an hour and was curious as to just how 
far he still had to go. "Arrival time," he said. The display showed 
"Expected arrival 27 minutes from now, at 7:30." 

There was a distant screech 
of tires, and Paul could see 
brake lights a few feet 
ahead. His car braked 
automatically, and the 
display urged that he move 
to the right since the 
obstruction ahead was in 
the left lanes. It also told 
him exactly what the trouble 
was -- a welcome change from ``the old days" when a driver 
often had no idea why traffic was impeded. Then the display 
told him that he should reroute completely, and instructed him 
to turn off at the next exit.

The ITS quickly determined a new route: Smooth directions 
continued to come at each road intersection. Soon Paul 
returned to the freeway, more than a mile beyond the 
bottleneck. He arrived at his destination only a few minutes later 
than his original planned time, and still in plenty of time for the 
meeting. 

4.2 NII Requirements

●     Intelligent highway systems with video surveillance 
cameras and roadway sensors to collect information 

●     Metropolitan traffic management systems 
●     Ubiquitous wireless networking for voice, data, and video 
●     Satellite positioning service 
●     Personal portable information devices with video display 

capabilities 
●     Adequate bandwidths for multimedia information 

throughout the network 
●     Integration of voice, video, and data information streams 

in ITS applications 
●     Speech recognition capabilities 
●     Service measuring and billing capabilities for both 

highway and communications infrastructure 

 
 
 

5.0 Senior Citzen Use

5.1 Scenario

Katie had not seen either her six or one-year-old grandson in 
the flesh in more than eight months. It was getting harder to 
make the trip up north, and she couldn't expect the young ones 
to visit down to Florida more than once a year. Thank goodness 
for the "televisits" that helped them keep in close contact!

Of course, Katie never knew when her daughter Jessica would 
call. So she was pleasantly surprised when around 8:00 p.m., 
the notation "Incoming call from Jessica" appeared in the upper 
right corner of the ViewWall followed by the question, "Accept 
video call?" "Yes," Katie said, and the screen glowed to life with 
a life-sized view of her daughter's living room. On the laps of 
her daughter and son-in-law were their children. They looked 
fine in their fall clothes. Time passed quickly with all the 
catching up, and soon the children had to be put to bed. Katie 
and Jessica kept the link up as was their habit, and Katie felt 
almost a part of the young household. "Hold on for a moment, 
Mom," Jessica said, darting momentarily out of sight. In a few 
seconds, Katie's screen split diagonally and a beautiful image 
appeared of the one-year-old taking his first tentative steps. 
They ended with promises to meet again in a week.

After they finished, Katie thought she'd check out the "Health 
News" video magazine to which she subscribed. She pressed 
the ``Information" button on her remote control and selected the 
magazine from the choices, some custom and some general, 
on the menu. It lasted for 15 minutes and had a segment on 
congestive heart disease, her main medical problem. she 
listened intently, then decided to consult her own doctor.

"Dr. Bennett," she commanded (the customized medical button 
on the remote control would have also worked), and the 
doctor's menu appeared on the screen. ("Help," a loud noise, or 
any number of other unusual sounds from Katie's apartment 
would automatically get the clinic's receptionist, night or day, 
unless Katie said "Cancel," within five seconds.) After the usual 
security check and the voice identification acknowledgment, 
several windows opened on the big screen showing the 
diagnoses, prescriptions, and general advice that Dr. Bennett 
had given her over the past year. She noted that Dr. Bennett 
had prescribed the same heart stimulant recommended in the 
video segment. "Bennett is right up to date," she murmured to 
herself, before saying Close" and going into the kitchenette to 
prepare a late supper.

MEANWHILE, IN THE SAME SENIOR CITIZENS' PLAZA . . .

Lou, a retired jeweler with five 
decades of experience in watch 
repair, looked up from the 
magnification of the classic wristwatch 
on his high-resolution personal 
computer screen. He'd had Rajiv, the 
young jeweler in Jersey City, open the 

back of the movement so that he could inspect the condition of 
the balance staff. "You'll need to tell your customer that besides 
the cleaning she'll need a new crystal. Also, some of the 
replacement parts are going to have to be hand made. My 
charges for making the parts will come to $250."

Rajiv thanked Lou, noting again how hard it was to find 
watchmakers who could repair these old mechanical watches. 
Lou could only work part time and could not travel because of a 
physical disability, but his skills were in demand and he worked 
by video with jewelers all over the country. It satisfied him to 
work with novice watchmakers and pass on his skills, in addition 
to bringing in a little income. He also did some consulting for a 
manufacturer of ``classic" mechanical watches, participating on 
an international team that held design sessions via networked 
personal computers, sharing mechanical diagrams and 
computer visualizations of watch movements. 

As Lou was finishing up with the watch, his wife Edith entered 
the room and asked him to hurry so that she could pull up some 
investment information. She managed their investments, 
carefully tracking market trends and opportunities, and 
participating in an online investment club with other seniors. 
The club members held discussions of investments by 
videoconference, viewed lectures together -- and occasionally 
played bridge. Edith felt she was part of a community, and was 
rarely lonely. 

After today's session with her investment club, she discussed a 
potential investment with Lou. They decided to buy. The 
transaction was encrypted for security, and their electronic 
signatures enabled the funds to be transferred from their bank 
account to the broker. Edith turned to Lou and said, "Not a bad 
afternoon's work for a couple of 80-year-olds!" as she switched 
off the computer.

5.2 NII Requirements

●     High two-way bandwidth supporting videoconferencing 
●     Immediate access to essential services providers, such 

as doctors, with strong privacy protection capabilities 
●     Large-screen, high-resolution computer displays 
●     Limited speech recognition to control 

telecommunications services, especially for emergency 
access 

●     Biometric personal verification, e.g., by voice 
●     Users becoming information providers and the capability 

for users to show each other prerecorded video 
information 

●     Commercial electronic protocols offering privacy and 
authenticating financial transactions 

●     Shared industrial design through networked computers 
●     Video bridging and other support for videoconferencing 

and informal group interaction 
●     Interoperable television/computer digital video 

 
 
 

6.0 Starting a Business

6.1 Scenario

Adrienne and Daryl Butler finally decided to launch the small 
business they'd always dreamed of. Daryl had spent seven 
years in retail sales, and Adrienne, an engineer, had six years 
of experience at a large telecommunications research firm.

Working evenings and weekends, Adrienne had created a new 
multimedia game which could be played by three or four people 
at a time through the NII. The game combined excitement with 
thought and emotion, and their friends liked it, so the Butlers 
decided to test the entrepreneurial waters by selling software 
packages through the network. They were encouraged by 
recent international standardization of "PersonalLock" security, 
which protected businesses like the one they had in mind by 
thwarting unauthorized distribution of intellectual property. 

While Adrienne and Daryl had many skills and lots of 
enthusiasm and interest, neither of them really knew how to 
start and run a small business. They decided to do some 
research, and began by consulting Bill, a reference librarian 
they knew at their city's public library. 

Over the years, public libraries had become increasingly 
"virtual," focusing less on stacks of books physically located in 
the building and more on electronic information services and 
human experts located around the world. Adrienne and Daryl e-
mailed Bill that they had some questions about starting a small 
business; they asked him to call when he could. 

Twenty minutes later, a video window 
opened on their computer screen and 
there was Bill. "Good afternoon. What 
exactly can I help you find out about 
starting a small business?" Adrienne 
and Daryl put their heads close 
together so Bill could see them both. 
"Well," said Daryl, "the first thing we want to know is how to 
copyright the software we want to sell. We also want to know 
how to get legally incorporated. Also, are there any government 
programs to help us, maybe tax breaks or help in selling 
overseas?" 

"Ok," Bill said, "We can handle that." He had already pulled up 
a few sources in his own screen windows; now he replicated the 
first window on their screen. "This is the U.S. government's 
electronic pamphlet on choosing and registering a name for 
your business. You should search the name database." 
"Thanks," said Adrienne as she captured the document. "We'll 
do the search later." She saw that the pamphlet was an 
interactive document, and that they would be able to register 
their chosen name by simply entering it in response to a prompt.

"Next," said Bill, opening his second window on their screen, 
"We have incorporation information. Applications like this one 
are available from all states, or from the federal government's 
small business server." The Butlers captured this document too, 
but with the location information Bill had provided they could 
have retrieved it by themselves. "And finally," said Bill, opening 
a third window on their screen, "These are some titles of 
government pamphlets on managing a small business, 
incentive programs, marketing, and selling overseas. I'm sure 
you're aware of the worldwide copyright protection that exists 
for software: Royalties are collected electronically each time a 
software package is purchased online. Also, I suppose you 
know about PersonalLock software protection?" "Yes, we do," 
Daryl said.

They thanked Bill and ended the session. The three windows he 
had opened on their screen were still there, represented by 
icons, so they were still in communication with those databases. 
They began with the name registry, determining that "Super 
Gameboard" had not been used by anyone else. With their 
identities already verified on the network, "Super Gameboard" 
was registered and their account charged for the registration 
fee. They closed that connection, and went on to the 
incorporation. A graphical interface with animated characters 
made the process of incorporation positively painless.

However, one question on the incorporation form was 
ambiguous, and the couple decided to consult a lawyer. They 
opened the online yellow pages in another window of their 
computer screen, and looked down the listings of "Legal 
services, instant online." They launched a verification agent to 
determine whether the one they selected was reasonably 
priced. She was, so they placed a video call to her. They were 
pleasantly surprised when she answered -- no need for a video 
message with attached forms this time. In a few minutes, the 
lawyer, after looking at the shared incorporation services 
window, cleared up the detail that had bothered them. They 
sent off their incorporation request, and were almost 
immediately answered with an electronic incorporation 
certificate. The lawyer filed a copy of the certificate with the 
state and federal governments after electronically time-
stamping and notarizing it. 

The lawyer was a bit romantic about new businesses. The 
modest bill was a relief. Authorization for payment was provided 
by the young couple and electronically debited from their 
account. The couple then turned to the more time-consuming 
job of absorbing the information Bill had supplied on running a 
business and marketing products. "If it all goes this smoothly," 
Adrienne noted, "We'll be able to quit our day jobs any time 
now!" 

6.2 NII Requirements

●     Government databases providing both information and 
services on an immediate basis 

●     Regulatory environment allowing online interstate 
registrations, online legal services, and worldwide 
protection mechanisms for intellectual property 

●     High bandwidth supporting visual communication 
●     Human, as well as machine, information specialists to 

help individuals locate and use electronic information 
resources 

●     Multimedia information sharing and interpersonal 
communications 

●     Multimedia animated electronic help and manuals 
●     Local and global electronic yellow pages services 
●     Commercial protocols assuring security and 

authentication 

 
 
 

7.0 Middle School From Home

7.1 Scenario

Pauline was enjoying the new section on computer science that 
had been introduced into the eighth grade science curriculum a 
year ago. She was good at logical thinking and could catch on 
to the sorting algorithms, abstraction principles, and 
programming techniques that educators had discovered could 
be absorbed more quickly by middle school students than by 
students in university graduate schools. She didn't use paper 
and pencil much in science class. The students' computers 
were net-worked with each other, with the teacher's computer, 
and with the school's curriculum servers. They were used both 
for interaction with the teacher during instruction and for self-
paced learning. Students were allowed to send messages to 
one another, so long as this helped rather than interfered with 
cooperative efforts on course materials. 

The school's network had a gateway to outside educational 
resources, and the school encouraged students and instructors 
to use it. Pauline was getting adept at downloading software 
from the National Center for Educational Applications, 
especially the self-paced video tutorials with animated and 3D 
displays of problem settings and associated data.

Today, however, Pauline had a touch of flu and was staying 
home. The school had loaned her a multimedia PC provided 
under the National Information Infrastructure Program. She sent 
e-mail (electronically signed by her mother) first thing in the 
morning to the school register. It automatically informed her 
teachers of her absence and entered the information in the 
school's attendance records. It also automatically arranged for 
any general announcements during the day to be sent back to 
her.

She rested for a while, but that was boring, so she returned to 
the computer to see if the new game software had come in from 
the satellite Game Network. It hadn't come yet, but there was a 
bulletin from her school announcing an 11:00 a.m. assembly at 
which several students who had been on an exchange visit to 
Sweden would describe their experiences and show videos they 
had made. 

It was almost 11:00, so Pauline 
logged in to the school network and 
selected the assembly from the menu. 
She would have a choice of views -- 
all of the speakers, a movable 
individual view of any speaker (done 
electronically so different viewers 
could get personalized views from a single camera which 
actually didn't move at all), and a view of the auditorium. 
Promptly at 11:00, the "On the air" icon blinked, and she saw 
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her three classmates who had recently returned from Sweden. 
Their presentation was lots of fun. It included video clips 
(appearing as insets in her screen display) of famous tourist 
spots and also of a very well-behaved middle school class. The 
presentation went a step further, with a live hookup to the 
Swedish middle school showing some jerky video of smiling 
Swedish students, still in school at 4:00 p.m., who said a few 
words in surprisingly good English.

Pauline had a question ready when the time came. Everyone in 
the school auditorium, or listening in remotely, including the 
Swedes, could hear her ask if they also could participate from 
home if they were not too sick. She could have sent her picture, 
too, by turning on the thumb-sized video camera on her 
computer, but she didn't want to be seen while she was sick in 
bed. One of the students answered, saying that they used e-
mail, but that video computers were still not widely available.

Pauline logged off after the assembly, and didn't log back in 
until late in the afternoon. She wasn't feeling that well, and she 
had decided not to participate remotely in her 2:00 p.m. science 
and 3:00 p.m. Japanese classes. The language class used 
SurroundVision rooms in the schools so that a few students 
from each of several schools could see and interact with each 
other in a "virtual classroom" with the one Japanese language 
teacher in the school district.

When she logged in at 4:00 p.m., she found the homework 
modules assigned by her Japanese and science teachers. 
Being sick, she wasn't compelled to turn them in tomorrow, but 
she didn't like to fall behind. She loaded the Japanese 
homework module into memory, ran it, and noted that she was 
being trans-ferred to the Intercultural Center in Japan for 
another one of those frustrating maze games where you could 
get out only by saying the right Japanese words. The science 
homework asked students to find information from one or 
another electronic library. It was ok to collaborate with other 
students in her class or with students in their sister science 
class in Glasgow. Well, she thought, I'll rest for a while and then 
start on the science homework.

7.2 NII Requirements

●     Computerization and data networking in schools, with 
high-speed connection into the NII and GII 

●     Audiovisual personal computers 
●     Support of distributed multimedia conferencing, media 

bridging, multimedia e-mail, and linking of different 
communications sessions 

●     Adequate residential bandwidth for good quality audio 
and video 

●     Low communications and computing delays for fast, 
crisp interactive sessions 

●     Audiovisual and network support technologies for 
``virtual classrooms" composed of students and teachers 
at different locations 

●     Composition, storage, and retrieval mechanisms for 
multimedia educational modules, and interoperability 
among different computing platforms 

●     Satellite downloading of software to residences 

 
 
 

8.0 Telemedicine

8.1 Scenario

Dr. Alvin Sendak, chief of endocrinology, was proud of the small-
town hospital which, despite its small size and location far from 
the major population centers, was first quality in almost every 
respect. He worked here with a medical staff of 30 permanent 
physicians and 40 associates. The hospital boasted good 
facilities and close ties with major medical centers and the state 
university. In fact, Dr. Sendak was an adjunct professor in the 
medical school at the state university, giving teleconference 
lectures through the state's Distributed Education Network. 
Medical students on the university campus -- and off campus as 
well -- could see and hear his lectures on high-definition 
ViewWalls or on computer screens, zoom in to the details of his 
anatomical models and samples, and consult the literature he 
referenced in digital libraries at the university and elsewhere 
even as he spoke.

Dr. Sendak's greatest challenge was working with students who 
visited him during his "open office" hours from their 
workstations. He had developed considerable skill in using 
visualization tools developed at the university to convey key 
concepts in pathology, clinical experience, and conventional 
and experimental therapies. In fact, he was becoming quite 
adept at creating dynamic, almost living, models of biological 
processes for use both in education and in his research -- which 
was sporadic in the few free hours he had each week.

The state's Distributed Education Network was used for many 
other purposes as well, including the actual practice of 
medicine. Dr. Sendak often consulted with his old classmate 
and friend, Dr. Yeh, at a famed clinic a few hundred miles away. 
Today he had a new case to discuss with her. His patient, lying 
semi-conscious in a hospital bed, was suffering from a 
somewhat unusual mix of symptoms with no immediately 
apparent cause. The man had fainted on the street, and an 
ambulance crew had brought him in. The emergency room 
physician had seen the patient, as well as electrocardiogram 
traces through the crew's wireless communicator and had 
decided that the patient was not likely to be suffering a heart 
attack. The patient ultimately had been referred to Dr. Sendak 
because the ER physician, after consulting with the patient's 
primary physician, suspected a glandular problem. Monitoring 
data had been collected since the patient's arrival, and Dr. 
Sendak wanted his colleague to help him evaluate it. Dr. 
Sendak's calendar agent had arranged for a 4:00 p.m. 
consultation. 

Promptly at 4:00 p.m., a pictorial icon of Dr. Yeh blinked on his 
screen; when he said "Answer," it blossomed into a view of her 
office. Dr. Yeh was standing a few feet away, and looked up 
from something she was reading. "Hi, Alvin. I'm looking over the 
patient record. A bit of a puzzle, isn't it?" She hadn't gotten the 
record directly from Dr. Sendak, but he sent Dr. Yeh an 
authenticated authorization that allowed her agent to retrieve it 
from Dr. Sendak's hospital and the office of the patient's family 
doctor. "Let's take a look at the data." "Ok," he said. 

He typed the patient's name, said "Diagnostics" and "Share." 
Immediately, a window opened on both their screens showing 
references to a series of diagnostic tests and to physiological 
monitoring equipment in use at that very moment. Graphical 
displays showed the patient's heartbeat, respiratory function, 
and blood analysis in real time as they watched. "I'll chart the 
past data," said Dr. Sendak as he used his light pen to connect 
several of the test references to graphical display icons. Charts 
at once appeared showing levels over time of the measured 
parameters. 

But they needed something more: a complex endocrinological 
model that would adapt to the data and create time-series 
predictions that could be compared with the real-time 
physiological readings of the patient. "I've got a real-time 
modeling environment running on our local supercomputer," 
said Dr. Yeh. "Why don't we feed in this information and see if 
we can build a model that will predict the current patient 
readings? It should cost only a few hundred dollars." Dr. 
Sendak thought that a few hundred dollars might be more 
significant to his patient than to one of hers, but he said "Ok," 
and transferred the electronic credit authorization.

Within two minutes, Dr. Yeh had 
invoked the model builder. Using 
simple commands, she redirected the 
patient data, including the data still 
arriving in real time from the 
monitoring equipment. The two 
doctors chatted for a few minutes as 
they waited for the results: A new window flashed open on both 
their screens displaying a series of plots, each with two curves 
-- a black one representing actual patient measurements and a 
red one produced by the computer. The curves slowly extended 
to the right as they watched, with the red one extending further 
than the black into the future. "It's a pretty good match, isn't it, 
Alvin? Now, the model should tell us something about the 
cause."

The diagnoses suggested by the model generated by the 
supercomputer were only suggestive. But they made it possible 
for Dr. Sendak to complete his diagnosis more quickly and 
accurately than he could otherwise have done. They let him 
analyze large quantities of physiological data quickly and 
accurately, which saved time and money. 

This eliminated the costs of moving the patient and of Dr. 
Sendak's time. Once again he was grateful for the network of 
people and powerful machines that made it possible to practice 
first-class, cost-effective medicine in a small town.

8.2 NII Requirements

●     High-speed networking for videoconferencing, large file 
transfers, and real-time computer visualization of data 

●     Networked supercomputing resources for medical and 
educational applications 

●     System for networked collaboration and education 
●     Transactional protocols and technologies facilitating 

authentication, privacy, and funds transfer 
●     Interoperability among information systems of hospitals, 

universities, and government laboratories 
●     Wireless multimedia communications from portable 

equipment used by emergency personnel 
●     Easy-to-use multimedia user interfaces including voice 

command and electronic pen 
●     Regulatory environment permitting the practice of 

electronic medicine across state lines 

 
 
 

9.0 Government Services

9.1 Scenario

Dan was not one of the more fortunate people in his city. He 
was an unemployed 40-year-old programmer, laid off from his 
software company which was shifting more and more 
development offshore. The continents were linked by 
broadband communications that allowed an information-
intensive business to be operated as if there were no physical 
separations at all. This had benefited some people and hurt 
others, but on the whole, the U.S. economy was booming from 
the freer movement of information. 

"Well," he thought, "It's Monday morning and I may as well take 
care of business and see what I can do for myself." First of all 
there was the driver's license renewal. He sat down at his 
workstation, always on (with low power consumption) and ready 
to respond immediately, and said "License," one of about 200 
voice commands he had program-med for applications he used. 
The operating system had come with over 100 suggested voice 
commands that the user could implement, and many users 
programmed many more.

The menu returned choices of federal, 
state, and city licenses. He said 
"State," and even as a new menu 
appeared, "Driver." He was prompted 
for his identity and said his name. 
"Daniel Landeman identity verified by 
voice and location" flashed on the 
screen, along with a display of the address, photograph, and 
other information on his current license. He selected the "No 
changes" option, but the screen said "New photograph required. 
Provide it now?" "Yes," he answered, and after a brief 
interaction for adjusting the camera and himself, several 
snapshots were taken and displayed on his screen.

He selected the best one. "Print now ($25) or Mail ($2 extra)" 
the computer displayed. "Mail," he said; he didn't like the paper 
licenses from home printers that so many people carried these 
days, even though they were cryptographically authenticated. 
The motor vehicle bureau would send him a nice plastic-
encased license card. "$27" flashed on the screen, followed by 
his payment options. "Debit," he said, which would result in an 
immediate transfer from his checking account. "Payment 
verified. License will be mailed today. Thank you! Your state 
motor vehicle bureau," said the screen, with the state flag 
fluttering behind, and then the screen went dark. "Bank," he 
said and, after another identity verification, got his bank 
balance. Fortunately, his unemployment deposit had come in. 

"Now," he thought, "I'll get back to the job search." His 
electronic search yesterday through all of the Sunday 
classifieds from the Northwestern states had resulted in a few 
hits. All of them had requested a resume, which he had sent off 
(including video clips of some of his best software being used in 
college-level courses, and a portion of the software itself in case 
the recipients wanted to try it). His mail this morning had 
brought back the first request for a video interview -- at 11:00 a.
m., if possible. He had returned an acknowledgment, and as 
11:00 a.m. approached, he put on his jacket and tie. He 
accepted the call and found himself face to face with a not-too-
friendly personnel manager. The interview went ok, but he 
wasn't sure he had the experience they wanted. "Don't call us, 
we'll call you," said the personnel manager just before hanging 
up. 

He decided he was looking too narrowly and decided to see 
what help he might get from government agencies. "Yellow 
pages," he said and, after a few more commands, was in 
"Federal Employment Services." It offered electronic and paper 
guides to employers, tips on job hunting, and a breakdown of 
industry categories with directories of companies and their 
products. This was one of many government databases now 
online and accessible to the general public. It included e-mail 
addresses of sales and personnel departments. The database 
was easy to navigate, and he soon found several potential 
employers. One of them was a relatively new, small, Florida 
company. It was already publicly owned, and had products like 
those he had worked on. There was a link to the statement that 
the company had filed with the Securities and Exchange 
Commission, so he took a look at that to get an idea of the 
company's financial stability and see who was running it. 

He sent his resume to the company's personnel director, with a 
cover video message that he hoped gave a good idea of his 
ability to express himself and make creative software for college-
level history and sociology courses. A video interview followed 
the next day, and after a week, Dan had a job offer for a two-
year contract, working remotely on software development from 
his home most of the time. Not that he would mind visiting 
Florida now and then. It was not the long-term job that he would 
have preferred, but he was glad to be employed again.

9.2 NII Requirements

●     Networking capacity and services for videotelephony, 
multimedia e-mail and file transfers, and authentication 
and security functions 

●     High-speed networking for video communications and 
large file transfers 

●     Identity verification by voice 
●     Speech recognition systems 
●     Government electronic service entities providing fast, 

low-cost self-service for citizens 
●     Extensive databases of government information 

available to the public with easy-to-use navigational 
capabilities 

●     Transactional protocols and technologies facilitating 
authentication, privacy, and funds transfer 

 
 
 

Law Enforcement

10.1 Scenario

Officer Gutierrez followed the car at a distance for a while, 
watching the burned-out brake light and occasional bursts of 
speed. It had Missouri plates, and it looked as if the driver 
hadn't slept all the way out to New Mexico. Finally, she turned 
on her light, siren, and intercar emergency intercom. "This is the 
New Mexico State Police: Pull over," she said. "Your brake 
light's out, and I'd like to talk with you." "Yes, officer," she heard 
from her speaker. 

The two cars stopped on the shoulder. Turning on the police 
car's front-end camera, Officer Gutierrez could now watch the 
driver on her monitor. Even more important, thanks to a 
wireless connection via low-orbiting satellite, Sergeant Stewart, 
on surveillance duty at headquarters, could also watch. 
Gutierrez called up the sergeant on her monitor: "Station," she 
said. When Stewart's image appeared in a corner of the 
monitor, she tersely summed up the situation. "Brake light and 
possible DWI. Doesn't look bad, but keep an eye on me." "Will 
do," Stewart said. 

Picking up her wireless portacam, Gutierrez walked up to the 
driver's window. She knew that the portacam's combination 
flashlight, infrared camera, and microphone would see and hear 
better than she -- and would simultaneously relay information 
back to the station, where it would be seen and recorded. Use 
of the portacam had become standard operating procedure in 
most departments. It not only made officers feel safer, but also 
assured citizens of a record of their treatment by police officers. 
The portacam also had a bar-code reader, making vehicle ID 
verification a breeze now that all motor vehicle documents had 
bar codes. 

Gutierrez quickly adjusted her wireless earphone so that the 
sergeant could communicate with her if the need arose. 
"License and registration, please," she said. 

The driver, a very nervous man, handed the papers over 
without a word. Gutierrez ran the portacam's scanner over 
them; in about 5 seconds, a beep sounded, indicating that the 
papers were in order. "All okay, Mr. Thompson," said Gutierrez. 
Thompson looked sober, and she would have let him off with 
only a reprimand about the light. But he seemed too nervous. 
She casually waved the portacam around as close as she could 
get to the window. 

"Sir, I'm going to take your picture. It's just part of standard 
procedure; please hold still." The portacam, which normally 
transmitted moderate-resolution motion video, automatically 
switched to a high-resolution-still mode. A high-quality picture 
was captured, compressed, and sent off to the national at-large 
photo bank. There, the image was automatically compared by 
high-speed computer imaging equipment to images of wanted 
felons in all 50 states. 

The returned information flashed across the display end of her 
portacam: "Wanted on suspicion of armed robbery/assault." 
Stewart, who had simultaneously received this message, 
instructed Gutierrez to secure the suspect; backups were on the 
way. A split second later, Stewart urgently advised, "Officer, 
take care -- I think a gun muzzle is sticking up behind that rolled-
up newspaper."

Gutierrez pulled out her 
sidearm, carefully dropped 
the portacam from her other 
hand (they were cushioned 
for just this kind of 
situation), and firmly 
requested that the suspect 
step out of the car, "with 
your hands where I can see 
them!" After some initial 
resistance, Thompson moved out. As Officer Gutierrez advised 
him of his rights and handcuffed him, Sergeant Stewart, 
watching the transmission from the squad car's front-end 
camera, went down a quick checklist of proper arrest 
procedures. 

By this time, two backup patrol cars had arrived. The officers 
had been watching the relayed views from Gutierrez's portacam 
and front-end camera, and were prepared to assist if needed. 
But Gutierrez appeared to have everything in hand. Thompson 
was placed in the back of her car and brought in for arrest and 
transfer to central booking.

* * *

Meanwhile, in Rawlings, Wyoming, Detective Tanner of the 
Rawlings police force, called Mr. and Mrs. Benton. For two 
months, Tanner had been trying to track down the man who had 
robbed the Benton family store and critically wounded their 23-
year-old son in the process. Mrs. Benton had identified the 
assailant from a "morphing image" computer program that let 
her use information she remembered from the robbery to 
narrow down the photo gallery of possible assailants. 

Even though she was in her bathrobe, when Mrs. Benton saw 
that the incoming call was from Detective Tanner, she accepted 
the call with video. She listened as the detective described the 
arrest in New Mexico and explained that, based on data from 
the national at-large photo bank, all jurisdictions with any legal 
involvement with the suspect had been notified immediately. 

By this time, Thompson had been questioned by the police. He 
was now placed in front of a remote identification camera which 
sent his live video image to Detective Tanner and Mrs. Benton, 
who made a positive identification. In a few days, Thompson 
was arraigned -- again using a video link -- and indicted. 

After the arraignment, Stewart gave Gutierrez a thumb's up: 
"Not a bad night's work -- bringing in an armed robbery suspect 
because of a broken taillight. Hard to believe that a few years 
back, Thompson would still have been running around loose!"

10.2 NII Requirements

●     Wireless networking, both terrestrial cellular in populated 
areas and by low-earth-orbiting satellite in sparsely 
populated areas, with capacity adequate for emergency 
video and image transmission 

●     Visual databases with visual pattern-matching searching 
in high-powered computers 

●     Linking of law enforcement databases, with policy-based 
restrictions limiting content and access 

●     Widely deployed videotelephony services 
●     Voice interaction with communications equipment and 

networks 

 
 
 

Conclusions

These ten scenarios are not intended to be "futuristic" in the 
sense of science fiction. Every capability they illustrate either 
exists already or is clearly emerging from the laboratory. They 
are, rather, intended to illustrate how all kinds of people, with 
down-to-earth work, educational, and personal needs could 
benefit from a National Information Infrastructure that made 
those existing or emerging capabilities very widely available at 
reasonable cost. The scenarios depict an ubiquitous electronic 
information and communications infrastructure that could be in 
place by the early twenty-first century, if the economic and 
political will to allocate the necessary resources and overcome 
policy impediments were present today.

Industry is making great progress in overcoming the technical 
and technology cost barriers to an ubiquitous National 
Information Infrastructure. Economic competition encourages 
innovation, rapidly falling cost curves and the creation of new 
and better technologies. Yet, competition can also make it 
difficult for different equipments and software to work together 
so that users can achieve what they want and need in an easy, 
transparent fashion.

The realization of interoperability of the heterogeneous 
components of a National Information Infrastructure, including 
transparency and ease of use for citizens, is a critical 
requirement. It is difficult enough to do things that are 
technically amazing, but it takes vastly more effort to make it 
possible for everyone to be able to do those things easily. The 
Cross-Industry Working Team is intensely interested in how the 
heterogeneous technical components and diverse interests can 
be made to function well together. It is an open group of firms 
and other interests, from across the spectrum of computing, 
telecommunications, and applications, devoted to exploring the 
myriad possibilities of an advanced NII, and accelerating its 
evolution.

These scenarios are, of course, just a few snapshots of 
possible uses of an NII. There is a vastly broader range of 
possibilities, most of which are difficult to imagine today. In the 
NII as it exists now and develops in the future, and particularly 
as it becomes available to more and more people, innovative 
applications will flourish and gradually redefine the very nature 
of the NII and the requirements on its technologies and 
services. The people of the United States, and of the world to 
which they are linked, will imagine and try out ideas for 
economic and human development, collaboration, and creativity 
that would seem wildly improbable if they could be articulated 
today. Cross-Industry Working Team members look forward to 
working together to explore those ideas and to facilitate the 
conversion of the visions into real world implementations.
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